In Rüniverse ('roo-nə-ˌvərs), you’ll recruit powerful mages to protect
magical rifts that open. They’ll summon creatures, cast spells, and wield
relics to help in this endeavor, all while attacking the opponent’s mages,
who are trying to protect rifts of their own.

Quick-Start Rules
Card Types

1

Mages

1
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1| Evokable Facets — These are the
icons for the facets the mage can
evoke (play) cards from.
2| Gift Icon — The mage's gift.
3| Title — The card's unique identi�ier.
4| Effects — In the Core set, each
mage has a description of its gift ability.
5| Facet — An icon representing which
facet (faction, color) the mage is from.
6| Focus — The mage's favorite trait.
May be referenced by other effects.
7| Bottom text — Illustrator, copyright
info, card set & number, facet, and
card type.

Play Area
1| Main Deck — Begins with 30
cards: 12 mages & 18 creatures,
spells, & relics.
2| Dream Deck — Begins with
10 or more nonmage cards.
3| Discard Pile — A stack for
dispelled and otherwise
discarded cards.
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4| Locations — Each player has three locations,
which can contain a rift, a mage, and any number
of that mage's creatures, spells, and relics.
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5| Rift — A rift opens each turn until all three have opened. Each starts with
two face-down cards (bonds). When the mage takes damage, draw one of the
cards from that rift, and when all six bonds are gone, you lose the game.
6| Mage — Each mage protects a rift and can 4
generate power to evoke cards from hand or
through dreaming.
7
7| Other Cards — Creatures and relics join a
mage at their location after being evoked. Spells
are discarded unless otherwise indicated.
8| Dream Counter — Tracks whether the mage
has used their once-per-game dream delve.
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1| Level — The power cost as well as
attack & health for creatures.
2| Frame — Relics have a bar along the
left; spells have a burst around the art.
3| Title — The card's unique identi�ier.
4| Effects — The card's special text and
�lavor text (in italics).
5| Facet — An icon representing which
facet (faction, color) the card is from.
6| Traits — Thematic features of the
card. May be referenced by other effects.
7| Bottom text — Illustrator, copyright
info, card set & number, facet, card type,
and rarity (rarer = more rarity pips).
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Mage Phase

Gameplay
Setup

Each player chooses a different one of
the eight facets. Separate the decks into mostly cards of
the main facet and some cards of the adjacent facets
(Ruby and Thyst are adjacent). Each player collects the 10
cards with their facet's dream deck icon. (Set aside the 10
token cards.)

Most of the gameplay will take place during your mage
phases. Use the mage to evoke (play) cards, dream, have
creatures attack, and use the ACT (activated) abilities on
their cards.
You can have a mage phase for each of your mages on
each of your turns, and you can perform them in any
order, but you may not switch between mages. Perform
all your actions with each mage before going to the next.

Thyst

During a mage phase, perform any or all of the following
actions, in any order. These actions can be repeated as
long as the costs can be paid.

Dream Deck Icons
Randomly determine a �irst player, and shuf�le your
respective main decks (30 cards) and dream decks (10
cards with dream icons).

Make power — Task (rotate) the mage to make power
equal to the number of rifts you’ve opened (1 on turn one,
2 on turn two, and 3 thereafter). Power can be spent by
the mage to evoke cards this turn.

Each player draws seven cards from their main deck. If
you have 0, 1, 6, or 7 mages, you may reveal your hand to
shuf�le the hand back and redraw. Repeat as necessary.

Assist — Discard a mage from your hand
or task one of your other mages in play
to make extra power—equal to the
number of rifts you've opened—
for your mage.
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Designate space for your discard pile and three
locations. Each location needs room for a rift, a mage,
their dream counter, and any number of their cards.

Turn Structure
1| Open a Rift — On each player’s �irst three turns of the
game, they will open a rift. Place two cards from the top
of your deck to one of your locations that hasn't opened.
These cards are called “bonds,” representing your mage’s
connection to the rift. Your opponent will attempt to
break these bonds and win the game.
2| Draw a Card — Draw a card from your main deck. If
it's a mage, you may reveal it and trigger its gift ability.
(Skip this draw on the �irst player's �irst turn.)
3| Play a Mage or Begin a Mage Phase — In any order,
you can play a mage to a location with an open rift and
perform a mage phase for each of your mages (one at a
time). You can only play one mage per turn. The �irst time
you play a mage to each of your locations, give that mage
a face-up dream counter.
4| Untask and Guard — Untask (turn upright) all your
tasked (rotated) cards. For each of your locations, you
may choose one creature or mage (with a bond) to guard.

Evoke a card — Spend power
equal to the level of a card in
your hand to have the mage
evoke it. If it's a creature,
place it tasked at the mage’s
location. If it's a relic, place
it untasked at the mage’s location.
If it's a spell, perform its effects on cards at that mage's
location—or an engaged mage's location—and then
discard it (unless otherwise indicated).
Dream delve — Expend the mage's dream counter (turn
it face down) in order to reveal the top cards of your
dream deck until you’ve either revealed 3 rarity pips
(white dots at the bottom-right of non-CORE cards) or
three cards, whichever comes �irst. The mage can evoke
those cards this turn. At the end of the mage phase,
shuf�le any of those unevoked cards into the dream deck.

Combat

Choose one of your untasked
creatures, and choose an enemy
creature, mage, or relic to attack. When attacking a card
at a location with a guard, the guard must be attacked
before anything else. Once a guard is attacked, it's no
longer guarding (even if it's still in play). Attacking is also
subject to the rules of engagement (see below).
Task the attacking creature, and it assigns damage equal
to its level to the attacked card. If that card is a creature,
it also assigns its level in damage to the attacker.
Damage equal to or greater than a creature's level causes
it to be dispelled (moved to the discard pile). Relics
require their level + 3 in damage to be dispelled. Damage
remaining on cards is removed as each turn ends. If a
creature with vim (from card effects) would be dispelled,
one of its vim is discarded instead.
Any amount of damage dealt to an attacked mage causes
one of their bonds to be broken. When a bond is broken,
the owner draws that bond card, and if it's a mage, they
must reveal it and trigger its gift ability. The active player
makes decisions for the gift, if applicable.

When all six of a player’s bonds are broken,
that player loses the game.

Rules of Engagement
During a mage phase, that mage (and their cards) can
“engage” with one enemy mage (and their cards). Decide
which enemy mage to engage the �irst time one of your
cards’ abilities or attacks would require you to do so. For
the rest of the mage phase, you cannot affect any of the
opponent’s other locations.
For example, if you have your mage evoke a spell that tasks
an enemy creature, you will have to choose which enemy
mage to engage at that time, and you’ll choose one of that
mage’s creatures for the spell ability. If you then have one
of your creatures attack, the attack will have to be made
against one of that same mage’s cards.

Perform an ACT ability — Declare an ACT ability of one
of the mage's cards, and follow the text. Any text in
[square brackets] is a cost that must be paid.

Think of your mage and all their creatures leaving their
own location to go do battle with an enemy mage at their
location. Because of this, all the “action” has to take place
against one group of foes.

Make a combat attack — Attack with one of your
creatures (see Combat).

Download the Rules Reference and visit the
Rüniverse YouTube channel for more info!

